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04/25/2024 - 25Live
New - A single Event Form Rule can now have multiple targets

New - Organizations can now be selected as targets in Event Form Rules

Other Fixes and Improvements:
Styling updates have been applied to the Create Rate Schedule form

Styling updates have been applied to System Settings > Pricing Settings > Rate Group

Fixed issue where using some Event Save Email string replacement variables could fail due to unescaped
quote characters

Availability Weekly grids now allow users to view up to 20 weeks at a time

The More icon no longer flips to the left side of the page when masquerading in smaller browser widths

Fixed issue where special characters would not be properly escaped when pulled into Document
Management through the $pro.vars.expectedCount  and $pro.vars.registeredCount  variables

Updates to organizations no longer fail when adding three or more partition preferences at once

Fixed issue where selecting a saved search, toggling to Advanced, and clicking the Search button would
throw an error message

When adding a resource to an event using an Event Form Rule, users can now choose the quantity of the
resource to add

Event Form Rules that have a boolean custom attribute source and a contact target are no longer
erroneously triggered when opening the event form

Dashboard locations no longer have an edit icon next to locations that cannot be requested by the user

Restored the quantity value display for resources in the event form

Accessibility: Color contrast improvements have been applied to task comments

Accessibility: The drag and drop functionality in System Settings > Pricing Settings > Rate Groups is now
keyboard accessible

Patch 04/29/2024
Adjusted the Rate Group table sort order in System Settings > Pricing Settings. Now if there are multiples
of same rate group, items will be ordered by effective date descending


